Non-Official Translation

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of The Republic of Yemen has been observing the
courses of events since the beginning of the aggression on 26th March, 2015 where the
country encountered a Saudi-UAE Led comprehensive
aggression and embargo
supported by the US-Administration,
British Government and a number of other
countries. This aggression and irresponsible military interference in the affairs of an
independent sovereign country, namely Republic of Yemen, resulted in the occupation
by both KSA and UAE of parts of the Yemeni territories and Islands, particularly in the
southern governorates, where they attempted to impose, hegemony and a fait accompli
control and reality thereon as parts belonging to those invading countries, while in fact,
article (42) of Hague convention of 1907 and which states that "the territory is considered
occupied when it is actually placed under the authority of the hostile army. The
occupation extends only to the territory where such authority has been established and
can be exercised" and also second joint article of the Geneva conventions of 1949 and
their additional protocols stipulates that "The present convention shall apply to all cases
of declared war or of any other armed conflict which may arise between two or more the
high contracting parties ..,the convention shall also apply to all cases of partial or total
occupation of the territory of a high contracting party, even if the said occupation meets
with no armed resistance".
And the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of The Republic of Yemen confirms to the
international community represented by UN Security Council, UN general Assembly,
European Union and both International Court of Justice and Criminal Court that what is
being exercised by the countries of aggression, particularly the non-ethical and illegal
exercises of the United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi wing, in terms of operations of
occupation of Yemeni territories and erection of Military bases and secret lockups under
different designations, particularly in Socotra island, Meyon Island and a number of cities
and areas in the southern governorates,
does not mean, in any case whatsoever, in
accordance with the essential principles of the international conventions and regulations,
as ac uisition by the occupier of sovereignty or legitimacy on the ground" as occupation
...
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, whatsoever it is, is just a temporary state and the occupier's rights are confined within
such period only" and rather the occupier shall be litigated and questioned for any
developments or violations towards the land or the human being in the occupied lands,
accordingly will be liable to compensate those who were affected by the occupier at any
time in the future.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Republic of Yemen decisively rejects all the
exercises of the United Arab Emirates during the period of its interference and aggression
on the Yemeni territories in its capacity as the existing occupying force, and rejects illegal
acts and wrongdoings that the UAE committed and has been committing on the occupied
Yemeni territories in collaboration with a number of mercenaries, betrayers and agents
who do not have any right or decision of disposal with the land or facilities, where Abu
Dhabi leadership attempts to deceive the world that its existence in Yemen was for the
sake to reinstate an expiring legitimacy and reinstating a president of expired tenure,
whom it stands against in many occasions, while on the real ground and by the use of its
financial potentialities and military forces it is working on exploiting the fragile situation
in a number of the southern territories particularly in both Socotra and Meyon Islands to
establish its control and authority on the ground and to change their nature and systems
making use of its military presence and the temporary political and military coverage
which is granted to by the US Administration and the British government with the aim
to change the reality on the ground by way of purchase and long-term contracted rental
of lands. For long periods, including a deliberate destruction and sabotage of natural
sanctuaries particularly rare trees, birds, and animals; Or by alleging the erection of
investment projects therein and linking the same with the Abu Dhabi-based
communication and administration system, in a blatant and obvious violation of all
relevant international conventions and charters applicable during wars and military
operations, and particularly The Hague conventions of 1907 , The Geneva Conventions
and UN Charter.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Yemen reiterates repeated calls
by the Supreme Political Council and the National Salvation Government which are
calling for fair settlement and peace and for taking actual actions on the ground
encouraging the principle of peace to all represented by the stoppage of aggression and
the operations of daily planned killing and destruction by the air fighters of the Saudi and
Emirate's leadership, and calls for lifting of embargo which is being imposed on Yemen,
and on top of which is the restoration of navigation to Sana' a international airport.
Finally, The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Republic of Yemen confirms that
Yemen is a peace loving country and open towards the external world and is willing to
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cooperate with all in the post-aggression phase in consistence with Yemen's constitution
and national laws including investment laws in various fields, and advises the leadership
United Arab Emirates to wait until post-aggression
time, the occurrence of
comprehensive settlement in Yemen and bringing of peace therein to implement their
projects in their second homeland, Yemen; Otherwise The Republic of Yemen will
inevitably resort to the international judiciary system and all brotherly and friendly
countries to trial and call for account the countries of aggression and those who provide
provisional political and military coverage to them, whether their governments, leaders,
militants , officials and administrators who went beyond all international laws, norms
and treaties in serving their personal objectives or for serving the purposes of other
countries.
Unquote
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